WHISPER SLIDE
GT1175-16L
SINGLE SLIDE
LEFT HAND
FULL OPEN
TELESCOPING

EXTERIOR ELEVATION/PLAN

ACCESS COVER ON BOTH SIDES

EXTerior Elevation/plan

VERTICAL SECTION
(WITH DOOR OPEN)

FRAME WIDTH

SLIDING DOOR TYP

HORIZONTAL SECTION

NOTES:

1. POWER TO HEADER WILL BE 115VAC. 5 AMP PER OPERATOR PROVIDED BY ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR.
2. STANDARD LOCATION OF LOCK IS 33" FROM FINISH FLOOR TO CENTERLINE OF KEY CYLINDER.
3. 1/2" THRESHOLD THROUGH DOOR OPENING IS REQUIRED.
4. MASONRY OPENING EQUALS FRAME WIDTH +1/2" AND FRAME HEIGHT +1/4".
5. ONE SET OF HOLDING BEAMS AT 21" AFF STANDARD. SECOND SET AT 51" AFF IS OPTIONAL.